
SMU tBank (ANDROID Mobile Banking Collated Results) 

Q1. How do you find using QR code as the login 2-factor authentication for our banking application, 

instead of the conventional hardware token authentication used in current mobile banking settings? 

1. I think it is convenient, cos you don’t have to worry about forgetting your token. But I’m not 
sure how does it work – as in how do u receive the QR code. Say if you receive the code on your 
mobile when you r out, how can the person scan the code? 

2. Security reasons might be an issue but it helps to remove the need of the token, which is good. 
Would the details of the QR code be removed due to wear and tear of the card, since bank card 
experience wear and tear after long term usage. 

3. Faster and easier. However less secured in my opinion because the image can be easily seen by 
other people. 

4. A lot easier, but would also mean I need to constantly look for the QR tag 
5. The QR code is static, unless it is regenerated every time the user logs in, it is rather not secured 
6. QR code feels like it can be duplicated, and is not as mobile as hardware token. But seems like it 

may be a cheaper alternative if it is just as secure. 
7. It is definitely more convenient, however I will be more concerned with the security issues since 

it may be easier for other people to access my account. 
8. Ease of use factor higher than token authentication, not sure if it is easier to crack since the QR 

code does not change. 
9. More convenient. No need to locate token or keep in password generated by token but may be 

less secured as there is no real time generation of password for login 
10. More convenient and do not have to bring a token around. Can do it anytime at my 

convenience. 
 

 

Q2. In your opinion, how do you rate the ease of using QR code as a login 2FA for mobile banking? 

1. 5 
2. 5 
3. 5 
4. 5 
5. 5 
6. 4 
7. 5 
8. 5 
9. 5 
10. 5 

 

 

 



Q3. How would you describe the layout and design of the Account Summary page? 

Layout 

 
1. Layout is good. Kinda resembles windows 8 design. 
2. Slick and easy to find as there are not many options. Suitable for young adults and older 

generation alike. 
3. Layout is fine but probably a little too much space below. If things are centralised it would be 

better. 
4. Easy to use, clean and good 
5. Looks like nokia OS layout, hence it is not that confusing. 
6. Design and layout looks nice but it doesn’t give the impression that I can click on a button 
7. Simple and clean. Easy to navigate. 
8. Clear and easy to understand 
9. User friendly 
10. Simple and easy to navigate 

Design 

1. Layout is good. Kinda resembles windows 8 design. 
2. Colors helps to differentiate the different function easily, font size and shapes are appropriate 
3. Size of account number can be slightly bigger. 
4. Right colour right shape 
5. Certain colours do not match with the blue and gold. 
6. Design and layout looks nice but it doesn’t give the impression that I can click on a button 
7. Shape and size of buttons are just right, colours are attractive and easy on the eyes. Font is clear 

and easy to decipher. 
8. Clear and easy to understand 
9. Bright colours 
10. Bright colours which makes it more attractive 

How do you think we can improve the layout and design on the Account Summary? 

1. But it is not very intuitive that by clicking on the account, you get to see the transaction history.  
2. Many people might not be able to figure out how to find the transaction history. Maybe a fine 

print can be added for clearer instruction. The layout is generally similar to that of the other 
banks like POSB/DBS. 

3. Would be good to include a tab beside “add a payee” for users to decide on how to manage the 
payee. In this way it is more obvious and intuitive for users to select the function. 

4. Keep it as it is 
5. It is pretty good, nothing much to improve on. 
6. Make the buttons appear clickable 
7. Colours are attractive, but can consider reducing the number of bright colours to make it look 

more professional. 
8. Design for box e.g CASA Account is longer for Home Loan Account , looks ok if there are few 

accounts. But if you have a lot of accounts the different length of the boxes across the board 
might not look ascetically pleasing.  Might want to show a minus sign on negative numbers. 
Credit issue. 

9. No clear indication on how to view transaction history. Change … to view transaction history? 
10. Could reduce the number of colours used to make the overall appearance less confusing. 

Otherwise, the design is very nice already. 

 



Q4. How would you describe the layout and design of the Transaction History page? 

Layout 

1. Layout is good. Probably could include the type of transaction. Whether is it fund transfer, 
credit, debit or interest. Will be great if the most recent transaction is listed on the top with 
timestamp info. 

2. It’s ok, normal, standard layout which is easy to see 
3. Very clear and simple for users to understand. 
4. Easy to use, clean and good 
5. Neat 
6. Got lost a few times trying to find the transaction history page 
7. Simple and clean. Able to locate information easily and quickly. 
8. clear and easy to understand 
9. No indication of whether amount refers to debit or credit into account 
10. Simple and easy to understand. Could find the different columns easily 

Design 

1. Good. 
2. The separation of each transaction line can be more obvious 
3. Simple and nice. 
4. Right colour right shape 
5. Looks good 
6. Not sure if the amount is for withdrawal or deposit 
7. Simple colours, not distracting. Font may be a bit too small though. 
8. clear and easy to understand 
9. Clean and neat 
10. Plain design 

How do you think we can improve the layout and design on the Transaction History? 

1. As mentioned abv 
2. Colour or line separation between if transaction line. 
3. However I have no idea on which transaction is withdrawal or deposit. Description is probably 

just codes to represent the type of transactions. 
4. Keep it as it is 
5. It looks good, nothing much to improve on 
6. Separate withdrawal and deposits, and allow a user to drill down on a particular transaction or 

filter by certain time periods 
7. Improve on the font to make it easier on the eyes. Other than that it is simple and nice. 
8. Can reflect on whether cash is received or given out. Balance can also be shown on top of the 

page. Date format might not want to start with year, user will spend a longer time looking at the 
date. 

9. Horizontal orientation to include/view more details of transaction. 
10. Could include more colours 

  

 

 

 



Q5. In your opinion, how easy it is to use QuikPay? 

1. 5 
2. 5 
3. 5 
4. 5 
5. 4 
6. 5 
7. 5 
8. 4 
9. 5 
10. 5 

 

Q6. In your opinion, how easy it is to do standard fund transfer? 

1. 5 
2. 5 
3. 5 
4. 5 
5. 5 
6. 4 
7. 5 
8. 4 
9. 5 – Allow transfer to be made in other currency. 
10. 5 

 

Q7. In your opinion, how easy it is to add a payee? 

1. 5 
2. 5 
3. 5 
4. 5 
5. 5 
6. 3 
7. 5 
8. 4 
9. 5 – Need more verification when adding payee for security reasons 
10. 5 

 

 

 

 



Q8. In your opinion, how easy it is to remove a payee? 

1. 3 – not very intuitive 
2. 4 
3. 2 – Cannot find, not as intuitive as adding a payee 
4. 5 
5. 3 
6. 3 
7. 5 
8. 5 – Might want to include the option of letting user look at the account number of payee since 

payee might have more than one account, and the only chance to view payee account number is 
when the transaction is going to be completed 

9. 5 – No instructions on how to remove payee. 
10. 5 

Q9. In your opinion, how easy it is for you to navigate through the whole application? 

1. 3 
2. 5 
3. 4 
4. 5 
5. 4 
6. 3 
7. 5 
8. 5 
9. 5 
10. 5 

 

Q10. List any points you like about the application 

1. I like how new technologies are incorporated into the application. 
2. Clear navigation 
3. Love the colours at the intro page. Very simple and clear to use at most of the pages. Quikpay 

function was really quick, fast and cool! 
4. Ease of use. Good outlook. 
5. Neat. Relatively easy to use and navigate 
6. Icons look nice. Quikpay seems quite cool, payment seemed quite easy 
7. Simple to navigate. Quikpay fund transfer application was very easy to use, especially for funds 

transfer among a group of friends. Clean layout, very easy to use. 
8. ease of use, no learning curve 
9. Easy to navigate. Colourful Interface. 
10. Easy and straightforward to use. Convenient since the token is no longer needed in the 2FA. 

 

 

 



Q11. List any problems/points you dislike about the application. 

1. Could be made more intuitive. Maybe becos I’m an iphone user, so it’s even less intuitive for me 
too. 

2. Deleting of payee 
3. I keep clicking the home function. Took me awhile to try out how to delete the payee despite 

most of the functions are relatively easy to use. 
4. NIL 
5. The pink does not match the blue and gold 
6. Some functionalities like holding the button to delete a payee was not apparent. Transaction 

history was hard to navigate to. 
7. Can improve on the design to make it look more professional 
8. Can make successful transactions larger (feedback for successful transaction) 
9. Security issues.  
10. Account number of payee is not requested in the fund transfer page. Security issues in using the 

application. For example, no steps to verify if the amount transferred or payee is correct. 

 

Q12. What is your general impression of the application? 

1. Impressive! (esp with the use of new technologies.) Could be more intuitive :DDD Great job. 
2. I wonder if the layout of the application fits the company’s image in general, although it is easy 

to navigate around, which is important if customers want to do any quick transaction. 
3. Very interactive and simple to use. If I am the user I would love using it a lot! 
4. Clean looking, clear and easy to use. Might also question if security is present.  
5. Easy to use, however is different from the conventional mobile application provided by banks. 

This may make it tough for older users. 
6. For home page: Button font seems a bit big. Colors are nice but seems abit to colorful for a 

bank. The titles are all over the screen, so I have to scan every box in the screen when searching 
for a functionality I would like to use. Icons are very nice to look at. 

7. Very simple and easy to use, not difficult to learn to navigate, and makes fund transfer much 
simpler and convenient. 

8. trendy feel compared to traditional banking applications 
9. User-friendly 
10. Attractive and convenient application. 

 


